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Professional Reading 93 
military theory be contained in a universal theory or should they be treated 
separately? I am not snre of the right answer and this brings ns to a third 
perspective-the purpose of this book. And the book raises several questions. 
But the one which concerns us is to what degree does it contribute to the 
understanding and conduct of military affairs? 
It certainly should be made available to war colleges and major military 
research institutions, if only to give further evidence of the extreme 
intellectual complications involved in the serious study of the art of war, as 
"The Giant Among the Branches of Learning." Even though the practice of 
military affairs requires a great appreciation of its major scientific and 
technological aspects and implications, I do not share Lider's optimism that 
military theory has a chance to become a "science." Its practice has too many 
subjective intangible aspects that ,lcfy precise stimulation or evaluation to be 
formally classed as a science. 
Y ct, Lide r's extensive comment on this matter is excellent-particularly 
his concluding thought, that "the development of a generally adopted 
conceptual framework of the research including the concept, structure, and 
tnain problems of military theory. seems to be a precondition for cst.;blishing 
this as a science." 
This is precisely what I have been trying to do for the last thirty years; not 
so much in the interest of science but rather with the hope of improving the 
understanding and quality of the decisions of those charged with the conduct
of military affairs in our diverse free society, and in this dangerous and 
complex world offal lible human beings seeking to control intractable violent 
human conflict. 
The Lebanon War 
Daniel S. Mariaschin 
I
n Israel's Lebanon War• Zeev Schiff and Ehud Ya'ari have essentially
written two books: one, a detailed battlefield account of the [sracl 
Defense Forces' engagements against the PLO and Syria and the other, an 
analysis of the political process that preceded and accompanied the fighting to 
its seemingly inconclusive end. 
This book is one of several that have appeared in the past year and a half on 
the Lebanon war. It presents an extra measure of the substance in that its 
authors are veteran observers of the Israeli scene. Zeev Scliiff1 defense 
•schiff, Zee\.' and Ya 'ari, Ehu1l Israel's !.rba11w1 War. New York: Simon & Sdimter, 1984. 30Spp. $17.95 
Mr. Mariaschin writes wi<ldy on Mi<l<lle East and Defense issues.
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